
Important Notice

1. General precautions

This oil free scroll vacuum compressor is designed to pump and compress clean airs.

2. Working environment

Working environment must be free of flammable, explosive gases, dirt or dust, iron debris, stone or 
wood parts, corrosive gases or expose to steam, moisture or rain.

Keep  operation  environment  in  good  ventilation.  Be  sure  no  barrier  around  the  install  area,  and 
suitable to conduct vacuum compressor transformation, adjustment, assembly, electric power wiring, 
and  maintenance.  Make  sure  the  compressor  nameplate  can  be  seen  easily.  Do  not  displace  or 
remove the nameplate.

If placing the vacuum compressor inside an enclosure, provide ample room to supply ambient air to 
the compressor front and rear air intakes. Make sure the environment temperature≤104℉, distance 
from compressor to enclosure wall≥250mm.

Operation environment: Room inside, without direct sunshine. Temperature: 41～104℉, Humidity≤
85%, Altitude≤1000 meter.

3. Installations
Isolation  valve---Install  isolation  valve  between  compressor  and  compress  chamber  to  avoid  the 
debris  attached  to  the  compressor  inside  surface  to  be  drawback  the  chamber  when  switched 
on/off.
Foreline  filter---When  compressing  gases  with  slight  powders,  install  foreline  filter  in  the  piping 
between chamber and compressor.

Chiller or cold trap---When compressing vapor（Humidity≥60%）, inlet gas temperature must be
＜122℉, when gas  temperature≥122℉, install  chiller  or  cold trap before  the compressor  inlet  to 
keep inlet temperature <122℉ and no condensed moisture concentrated in the compressor case.

Fastens  bolts---Install  the  compressor  on  a  firm,  level  foundation.  Fix  the  compressor  with  4  M10 
fastens bolts if the foundation is not firm or level.

4. Connecting to the electric power source
Wiring compressor and power source by qualified electrician.

Switch off power source before wiring and inspection.

Be sure to assembly power emergency stop switch and ground.

Power cable should be standard four-wire cable (for three phases power supply), or three-wire 
cable (for single phase power supply) with capacity≥16A, cross section area over 4mm2.
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